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Abstract— The method of computer simulation of microwave devices and special laboratory
workshops is described.
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Simulated laboratory has a module structure. The basis for constructing
workshop is a concept of the abstract “device” with layout is identical
real one. The software interface allows changing the configuration and
out all necessary measuring characteristics.

1. INTRODUCTION

High level practical knowledge of specialists is in high demand in modern education technology.
Required practical skill of technician specialists includes experience of work with modern measuring
equipment and devices. Such task may be performed on modern laboratory equipment. Investigation and leaning of newest devices and equipment is also necessary. From the other hand such
modern equipment due to very high cost does not widely accessible in education process. That is
why another way of education with replacement high cost equipment by alternative laboratory is
important.
Nowadays virtual laboratory and practical works on their bases becomes more popular in education [1, 2]. This is because modern computer simulators of laboratory works are very similar to
theirs prototypes. Such simulators may implement functionality of real measuring devices, investigated devices and interaction between them. Depth of identity to real devices must be enough for
education purposes, including investigation of physical laws and properties of devices. One of the
advantages of virtual laboratory is unlimited workplaces. Firstly the purposes of virtual laboratory
and laboratory with real measuring equipment are investigating physical processes and learning of
basic operating with laboratory equipment.
Literature overview [3–5] shown that there are a many outstanding solutions, but most of them
have essential disadvantage: user interface of such virtual devices has weak identity with real
prototype or does not have it at all. This matter allows investigating physical effects and laws
without receiving any experience of operating with real modern measuring equipment.
That is why development of virtual laboratory works with fully identical user interface to real
devices is necessary.
In present work development of computer model of vector network analyzer, simple band pass
filters as well as setup of special laboratory practical works are presented.
2. LABORATORY WORKSHOP STRUCTURE

In early works approach of development computer simulator of measuring equipment with realistic user interface [6–8] as well as virtual laboratory works is described. In these articles it has
shown that any device, which we want to investigate, and measuring equipment can be described
as abstract “device” (Fig. 1) with certain properties (type of device, input and output signals,
transformation) and define behavior with reference to other devices. The way, which value of input
signals is converted to output signals, depends on specific realizations devices.
Any laboratory work comes with measurement units and test devices combined in a single
installation. Each measurement unit could be described with the set of input signals of receiver
and output signals of source. Any input signal of device connects with output signal of other
device, so it allows docking device in different ways. The way, which output values of input signals
is converted to output signals, depends on specific realizations devices.
Device’s modules are dynamic libraries with common exported interface. Besides, at the last
stage of creation device the photo of the forward panel the real device is established as its external
interface (the interface, which is displayed on computer monitor screen during the work).
Software package for microwave device simulations and connection of microwave device modules
is developed with programming language C++ on Microsoft Visual Studio IDE 2015. As package’s
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Figure 1: Abstract “device”.

Figure 2: User interface of virtual network vector
analyzer ZVA 40 Vector Network Analyzer.

basis a cross-platform toolkit for applications and user interface development Nokia Qt 5.0.2 was
chosen.
3. VIRTUAL LABORATORY WORK EXAMPLE

On the bases of suggested approach virtual computer model of network analyzer Rohde&Schwarz
ZVA-40 have been developed. This device allows performing measurement of S-parameters of investigated device. Investigated device may be presented as four-port network connected to test
ports of vector analyzer. Mostly S-parameter such as complex transmission coefficient S21 and reflection coefficients S11 are in area of interest. Vector network analyzer makes possible to measure
magnitude and phase of these parameters. In our case we are primary interested in magnitude of
transmission coefficient S21 . That is why goal of the our problem is to design model of virtual measuring device with function of acquiring value of S21 from investigated device, processing acquired
value and displaying this values on the screen of virtual device.
Vector network analyzer ZVA-40 has very wide measurement functionality, nevertheless during
real operating only few of these functions are often used in general practical work. Moreover
while practical usage of the device limited number of these functions is enough to perform general
measurements and for basic education of operating with very expensive equipment.
Let’s consider main features, which encapsulated in our virtual measuring device (Fig. 2):
• Setting frequency of measurement.
• Calibrating of device. Calibrating is performed in learning-demonstration mode and helps to
understand calibration process.
• Checking of correspondence of current operation frequency to calibrated frequency range is
performed during operation with corresponding indication. This feature learns user to keep
in mind calibration range.
• Measurement parameters selection.
• Display format of measurement parameters selection.
• Measurement with marker function.
• Setting display menu mode.
Setting any measurement parameters and changing operating mode is performed by pushing on
soft button on user interface of virtual device (Fig. 2).
Let’s consider modeling of some investigated devices. For example let’s consider simple RC-filter
as investigated
device (Fig. 3). Transfer function of such filter may be simply presented in form of:
p
|K| = Ω/ (1 − Ω2 )2 + 9Ω2 , where Ω = 2 ∗ π ∗ f ∗ R1 ∗ C1 , f — signal frequency. Magnitude of
transfer function is: |S21 | = 20 ∗ lg(K), user interface of this module is presented on Fig. 4. By the
same way it is possible to describe models of LC-filters. For this purpose it is very convenient to use
special software like Filter Solution from Nuhertz Technologies. This software allows synthesizing
various types of filters and obtains an analytical transfer function in simple form. Such approach
makes possible to describe investigated model analytically and connect obtained model to virtual
network analyzer.
Let’s consider connecting method of investigated device to virtual network analyzer. Early we
have shown that any measuring equipment can be presented as set of input and output signals and
processing algorithms of these signals [7, 8]. In our case while connecting filter to network analyzer
we have to generate and process input and output signal on ports P1 and P2 . If we connect devices
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Figure 3: Interface of simple RC-filter.

Figure 4: Interface of setting RC parameters.

to each other, correspondences between input signals of device-receiver and output signal of devicetransmitter are established. The method of transmission output values of input signals to output
signals depends on way of implementation of investigated devices. In our case connection between
investigated four-port networks (filter) and vector analyzer is made using next principles:
• Every time of updating data on display measuring device generates request signal for values
to be displayed (magnitude of reflection coefficient |S21 | at frequency fi ).
• Values of requested frequencies are in specified by user range of network analyzer. Step of
frequency scanning is minimal and depends on investigated device.
• Investigated device is considered as “black box” [6, 7]. The device responses on input signal from measuring device and then by processing internal method, returns actual value of
transmission coefficient to network analyzer.
Early we have developed base model of virtual computer laboratory. This model has modular
structure [8]. Devices, described in present work, are developed as dynamically linked library with
common export interface. Such approach allows including new devices into set of developed virtual
laboratory.
4. CONCLUSION

As a result of current investigation, the software package for constructing virtual laboratory workhop
was designed. We have developed computer virtual model of network vector analyzer Rohde&Schwarz
ZVA 40 with realistic graphic user interface. Developed computer model of virtual analyzer makes
possible to get basic knowledge of conducting measurements with modern measurement equipment.
It could be used in academic activity as interactive guide. Designed virtual laboratory is based on
autonomous, independent from other components modules, which allows expanding and editing set
of devices, used for simulations, without interactions with package core. Components, included in
presented laboratory work, are identical to real devices for user.
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